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Introduction

The surge of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks has swept over
the world in the last several years. Many P2P commercial
products and free software packages are available for
different purposes, for example, file sharing, content
distribution, cooperative computing. P2P communication has
occupied a large part of internet traffic. From 1999 onwards,
Napster (1999) has offered a platform for file sharing which
generated more than 20% of traffic on IP networks in the
USA within the first few months. According to the results of
recent surveys by several internet service providers (Azzouna
and Guillemin, 2004; Parker, 2004), more than 50% of
internet traffic is due to P2P applications, sometimes even
more than 80%. Moreover, it is believed that this trend
would continue in the next decade. The rapid increase in
both the network bandwidth and computer resources (both
CPU power and storage) provides the platform for more
powerful and complex functionalities of future P2P systems.
As a result, there has been a general trend of extending the
inherent P2P characteristics, for example, self-organisation
and decentralised architecture, to different environments
or upon different objects. For example, the Mobile
Ad hoc Network (MANET ) can be viewed as a P2P
network in the mobile and wireless environment, and P2P
streaming internet TV, for example, CoolStreaming (Zhang
et al., 2005), is a P2P technology for sharing live streaming
media.
The decentralised, cooperative and self-organising nature
of P2P systems help to overcome or at least mitigate
many challenges, in which the traditional client–server
approaches fail or are inefficient. For example, using
the traditional client–server approaches, the server side
becomes the bottleneck when the number of clients increase.
In contrast, in a P2P system, each user plays the role of both
the server and the client which makes the system a lot more
scalable. In addition, the central server could be the single
point of failure, due to either physical problems or intentional
attacks, for example, the Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks.
The decentralisation of the functionalities of central servers
helps mitigate the risks of potential failures of the whole
system.
On the other hand, these very characteristics (especially
decentralisation) introduce a few new issues in P2P
environments. One of the critical issues is how to build
trust relationship within P2P systems. Note that, unlike
trust in cryptographic systems, where trust usually means
the authenticity of an entity, trust that we discuss in this
paper has broader implications. Informally, for the
purpose of this paper, trust means the confidence that
a peer has to ensure that it will be treated fairly and
securely, when interacting with another peer, for example,
during transactions or downloading files. In Section 3.2.7,
we provide a more detailed explanation of trust through
elaboration of the properties that the P2P trust schemes should
possess.
In some P2P scenarios like e-commerce applications,
peers are highly dynamic. In particular, when the size of
the network increases, the chance that a given pair of peers
have repeated interactions with each other is small. Hence,
the transaction parties may not have prior experience and

knowledge about each other, and peers have to find a way to
evaluate the risk involved in the transaction. In other types
of P2P applications, for example, file sharing, peers not only
need to estimate the trust level of the source providing files
to prevent themselves from downloading fake or malicious
contents, but they also evaluate the credibility of the peer
requesting files to ensure fairness.
Due to the decentralised nature, trust establishment in
P2P systems have to necessarily rely on the collaboration
among all of the members. Unfortunately, in the
unregulated and uncontrolled internet environment, there
may exist different kinds of malefic users. Some may
try to execute malicious operations to obtain monetary
benefits, while some may even launch attacks on the
system just for fun. Even worse, in some cases,
for example, freeriding, the percentage of malicious
users could be very high. Moreover, previous research
(Ba and Pavlou, 2002; Houser and Wooders, to appear;
Lee et al., 2000) shows that trust-based reputation or
recommendation systems have an economic impact, for
example, affecting the prices or the sale of products
for the e-commerce situation. As a result, unscrupulous
producers may try to cheat the system to boost the
sales their products or slander the products of their
competitors. Furthermore, without central control in P2P
systems, there is a lack of accountability, and the fact
that many current P2P applications like Freenet (Clarke
et al., 2001) and Tangler (Waldman and Mazières, 2001) are
designed to provide peer anonymity makes the problem even
more challenging.
The purpose of this paper is to review past research
work in building trust in P2P systems, to summarise the
advances so far, and to point out potential future work. The
outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the
properties that need to be considered in the P2P trust schemes.
Then, we enumerate both the known attacks mitigated by
and those aiming at the P2P trust schemes in Section 2.5.
Afterwards, in Section 3.2.7, we classify trust schemes into
two categories, that is, reputation-based and trade-based, and
review the existing literature. Finally, we draw the conclusion
and point out a few potential future research directions in
Section 4.3.

2

Properties of P2P trust schemes

In this section, we discuss about the desired properties, or the
design goals, that should be considered when designing trust
schemes in the P2P environments.

2.1

Types of feedback

Trust can be built upon the past good and bad experiences,
in form of positive and negative feedback, from other peers.
Trust schemes that depend on only one type of feedback are
inadequate.
The trust systems based on past positive feedbacks only
can be cheated in a way that, colluding peers send good
reports for each other, for example, claiming other colluding
members are storing many files for itself. One way to detect
such misbehaviour is to query the virtual/non-existent files
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for the purpose of validation. However, if the query is done
regularly with certain probability, the overhead would be
high. Moreover, this method is suitable for applications
for file sharing, but would fail in transaction-based P2P
applications. On the other hand, considering only negative
feedback is insufficient as well, because newly joined peers
would be rated the same or better than peers that consistently
perform well (Friedman and Resnick, 2001), which is
obviously unfair.

2.2

Authentication and non-repudiation

Basically, the trust system for P2P networks is built upon
feedback from numerous peers. We need to make sure
that the feedback is really from the source that it claims
to be, that is, authentication, so that in case that the
feedback is questionable we should be able to find out the
peer that is responsible for the fake information. Besides
that, the peer detecting and accusing another peer of a
fake feedback should be able to provide proof that the
source of the fake feedback cannot be denied and at
the same time can be verified by other peers, that is,
non-repudiation. Authentication and non-repudiation are a
must in order to achieve accountability in any trust scheme.

2.3

Communication and storage cost

Naturally, decentralisation of P2P systems leads to more
information being exchanged among peers in comparison
to the amount exchanged between the server and clients
in centralised systems. Besides that, due to the anonymity
requirement, certain amount of bogus traffic is always
generated to cover the trace of the real traffic.
In trust schemes, the peer querying the trust value
of another peer needs to collect enough feedback before
determining whether to make transactions. Ideally, the query
can be flooded in the P2P network, so as to obtain the
most accurate image of the trust level of the queried peer.
Unfortunately, without a central party, the overhead of
flooding is unacceptable, especially when the size of the
network is huge. Intuitively, there is a trade-off between
spending more on communication costs and achieving better
assurance about the credibility of the potential transaction
party. Similarly, there is also a trade-off between storing more
feedback to have a higher assurance about the credibility of
the potential transaction party and saving of storage space
which can be utilised for other purposes.

2.4

Scalability

The scalability is tightly related to the communication and
storage costs discussed above. In anonymous P2P systems,
to ensure the anonymity of the sender or the receiver, the size
of the system is expected to be very large. Current popular
P2P applications, for example, Skype (2003), are believed to
have millions of users, and hundreds of thousands users might
be simultaneously online (Garfinkel, 2005). As a result, the
trust scheme is still expected to be efficient while the system
scales up.
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2.5

Anonymity

Anonymity is an important consideration in designing P2P
networks. There have been many protocols proposed to
preserve the anonymity of peers (Dingledine, 2004; Reed
et al., 1998; Reiter and Rubin, 1998; Shields, 1999). The
common theme of these works is to protect the identity of
either the sender or the receiver.
Anonymity in terms of trust schemes refers to the
protection of the identity of the peer which provides feedback
against another peer. One motivation to provide such
anonymity is that the peer which gives a feedback does
not want the others to know that it has previous interactions
with the node being queried. Another motivation is that we
wish to hide the trust topology of the network. When using
transitive trust, the trust topology is open to all, and malicious
nodes could make use of such precious information to choose
the victim that could bring the largest benefits. Moreover,
maintaining anonymity protects peers sending feedback from
being a target of vindictiveness.

3 Attacks related to P2P trust schemes
Previous experience shows that anonymity of the P2P systems
gives rise to the possibility of misuse and abuse by malicious
peers. For example, they could use the P2P system to
distribute malicious (e.g. Trojans and viruses) or illegal
(e.g. pornography) content. Instead of introducing all the
attacks against P2P systems, in this section we focus on
attacks that are either mitigated by or aimed at the trust
schemes.

3.1
3.1.1

Attacks mitigated by trust schemes
Freeride

Freeriding (Adar and Huberman, 2000) is a type of
uncooperative behaviour in which some users only consume
resources of other members in the network without ever
contributing as a pay-back. Freeriding nodes, called
freeriders, may give incorrect responses to requests from
others. They may report falsely about their bandwidth
capacity so as not to have much traffic routed over them
(Saroiu et al., 2002). Recent studies of Gnutella and Napster
confirm that many users consume without contributing (Adar
and Huberman, 2000; Saroiu et al., 2002). In particular, a
study of the Gnutella file sharing system shows that almost
70% of the peers only consume resources but do not provide
any file (Adar and Huberman, 2000).
Without any mechanism to control, the Freeride attack
may undermine the cooperative nature of P2P systems,
and affect the effectiveness of normal functionalities of the
systems. For example, since the anonymity of P2P systems
is tightly related to the average number of peers in the system
(Guan et al., 2002; Levine and Shields, 2002; Serjantov
and Danezis, 2002). Freeride directly downgrades the basic
quality of the anonymity service.
It is believed that trust schemes can help lower the extent
of freerides. The freeriders will be assigned a lower trust
value, which results in less cooperation from others. In other
words, the trust scheme works as an incentive mechanism.
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Pollution

Pollution is a kind of attack that tries to add bogus files,
usually with the same titles but modified contents of the most
popular files, into the P2P file sharing system. Pollution
attacks can be classified into two major categories (Liang
et al., 2005): Content Pollution and Metadata Pollution.
Currently, the former is the more common form of pollution.
A typical example of this form of attack is to add tens of
seconds of undecodable white noise into the middle of a
popular song. The latter may tamper the metadata of a file
instead of its content. Taking the same example, the polluting
party may change the song title or the artist name of a popular
song.
Although peers can detect the pollution by matching
or user filtering (Liang et al., 2005) after they download
the files, in such cases the bandwidths of peers have been
wasted anyway. Therefore, some type of a predownloading
solution would be useful. One possible solution is to make
a prejudgement based on the trust of the peer providing
the file.

3.1.3 Worms, viruses and trojans
The open nature of the P2P system makes it a perfect platform
for the propagation of malicious programs, that is, worms,
viruses and trojans. There are several countermeasures
to the threat of P2P worms. One is to use type-safe
languages, like Java and C#, to write P2P client programs.
Another countermeasure is to increase the diversity of both
the client programs and the underlying platforms to limit
the propagation rate. Trust schemes, for example, XREP
(Damiani et al., 2002), can help mitigate the risks by building
resource-based reputation.

3.2
3.2.1

Attacks aimied at trust schemes
Sybil attack

In the sybil attack (Douceur, 2002), malicious peers can
present multiple identities, and thus can control a substantial
part of the system. If such an attack is possible, it would
undermine the basis of the trust schemes, that is, most of
peers are honest and each peer can contribute only once, for
example, each peer can vote only once, when assessing a
given peer.

3.2.2

Denial of service attacks

There are two kinds of denial-of-service attacks against trust
schemes. The more common one is that, in a transactionbased system, malicious nodes can flood numerous fake
feedback messages through fake transactions (Srivatsa et al.,
2005). Another type is that, when malicious nodes detect
negative feedback against themselves, as a revenge, they may
launch out-of-band (in terms of overlay reputation networks)
denial-of-service attacks to disable the normal functionalities
of the peers sending the feedback.

3.2.3

False accusation

In P2P systems, it is possible that malicious peers send false
accusations, or provide false reports, against an innocent
peer.1 An intuitive method for prevention of false accusation
is to collect several reports from different peers before
judging the guilty of a given peer.

3.2.4

Context-based attacks

Most existing P2P trust schemes do not support context-based
factors while evaluating the trust values of peers. Considering
the case that different transactions have different values or
weights, malicious peers would choose to be honest in a large
number of small-valued transactions, and then try to cheat in
large-valued transactions.

3.2.5

Strategic dynamic personality attacks

Most of the existing P2P trust schemes use a combination
of average feedback value and the number of transactions
performed by a node as indicators of its trust value.
For example, in eBay’s reputation system, the format of
published feedback is the sum of positive, negative and
neutral ratings received during a given time period, for
example, one week, or one month, or six months (Dellarocas,
2003; Dellarocas et al., 2004). In such a system, malicious
peers can build a reputation and then start cheating or
oscillating between building and milking the reputation.

3.2.6

Shilling attack

As the trust scheme used becomes a factor that may affect
the price or the sale of products, crooked producers may find
it profitable to shill the system (Lam and Riedl, 2004) in
such a way that their items are recommended to users more
often than those of their competitors, whether or not their
products are of high quality. There have been several real
cases of shilling attacks. Amazon.com has detected precisely
such a type of attack manipulating its new feature aimed
at offering customers a wider range of buying tips. It had
to deactivate the ‘What’s Your Advice?’ feature because of
unexplained ‘commercial abuse’ (Dotinga, 2002). Similarly,
eBay changed its feedback policy to prohibit users from
buying or trading feedback from other members (Steiner,
2003).

3.2.7

Collusion

To be more accurate, collusion itself is not an independent
kind of attack. Instead, it can be combined with and enhance
the attacks discussed previously. The reason that we list it
separately is due to the fact that, although some attacks
performed by single node is easy to detect by current
reputation mechanisms, collusion between malicious peers
make the detecting job much more difficult.

4

Trust in P2P systems

As a result of no central control and monitoring, fairness
is a fundamental requirement of a P2P system, especially
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for the e-commerce application. The absence of fairness
may result in significant degradation of service performance
and unpredictable availability of the resources, or even the
collapse of the whole P2P system. Unfortunately, previous
research by Hardin (1968) in social science indicates that
people tend to abuse shared resources that they do not need
to pay, and this observation has been proved to be correct
in P2P systems (Adar and Huberman, 2000). Consequently,
certain level of trust should be built up to give confidence
to members in the P2P systems that they will be treated fairly
and that they can trade in a fair manner. Accordingly, many
trust schemes, or incentive mechanisms and accountability
methods, are proposed to build up the trust and ensure the
fairness in P2P systems. We classify all of these schemes
into two categories:
Reputation-based: reputation-based trust schemes are
based on the idea of ‘word-of-mouth’, that is, a peer’s
reputation is determined by other peers’ opinions. In
reputation-based trust schemes, the trust level of a peer
denoted as A is calculated using a trust metric which
combines different factors, for example, current feedback
from other peers towards A, past feedback as well as the
context-based information about each feedback.
Trade-based: the trade-based trust schemes are based on
the idea of fair exchange, where a peer contributing to
other peers is explicitly remunerated, either directly or
indirectly. Taking content distribution as an example,
when a peer denoted as A helps another peer denoted as
B to store one file, it may also require B to reserve the
same amount of storage for its usage.

4.1

Reputation-based trust schemes

The main challenges of building reputation-based trust
schemes include:
1

how to incorporate necessary information to ensure
the accuracy of the reputation

2

how to detect or prevent various attacks from
malicious peers and

3

how to ensure the efficiency while the system
scales up.

Research on how to evaluate the truth in open networks
(Beth et al., 1994; Zimmermann, 1994), like internet,
began in the early 1990s. Abdul-Rahman and Hailes (1997)
propose a distributed trust model, which includes both
trust generalisation and a recommendation protocol. This
landmark paper builds up a general framework on which
many reputation-based P2P trust schemes could fit in.
Similar to Abdul-Rahman and Hailes (1997), Beth et al.
(1994), Zimmermann (1994), Dellarocas (2000), Manchala
(2000) have proposed schemes for trust evaluation in
centralised e-commerce, but the core ideas along with the
issues addressed can be extended into P2P environments.
Dellarocas (2000) analyses unfair behaviour in online trading
communities, and proposes a set of mechanisms, for example,
cluster filtering, to reduce the negative effects of such
fraudulent behaviour. Manchala (2000) proposes several
trust models, based on boolean relations or fuzzy logic
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or transaction processes, to perform risk analysis. It also
addresses the issue of trust propagation.
One of earliest works for trust evaluation in P2P systems
is Aberer and Despotovic (2001). The trust model proposed
is based on binary trust, that is, a peer is either trustworthy or
not. One weakness of Aberer and Despotovic (2001) is that
complaints are the only behavioural data used in the model,
and thus a newly joined peer has the same level of reputation
as that of a trustworthy peer which has had many transactions
performed honestly.
Cornelli et al. (2002) propose P2PRep on top of Gnutella
to estimate the trustworthiness of a node. P2PRep consists
of two solutions: basic polling and enhanced polling.
In the former, the servents2 responding to the poll do not
provide their servent identities denoted as ServentI D. In the
enhanced polling, voters also declare their ServentI Ds so
that the weighting of the votes received, that is, the querying
node’s opinion on the credibility of the voters, can also be
taken into account. Although many later trust value-based
protocols, for example, (Kamvar et al., 2003; Xiong and
Liu, 2003), is based on ideas similar to enhanced polling, in
Cornelli et al. (2002) the authors do not discuss trust metrics
explicitly.
Unlike (Aberer and Despotovic, 2001; Cornelli et al.,
2002) which only consider the reputation of the entity
holding the resource, XRep (Damiani et al., 2002) proposed
by Damiani et al. is the first work that uses combined
reputations of servents and resources, providing more
informative pollings and overcoming the limitations of only
servent-based solutions. As a result of double pollings,
XRep can efficiently detect several attacks, for example,
self replication, pseudospoofing and shilling. XRep supports
weak anonymity for the peer. In other words, the reputation
is bound to a pseudonym or say opaque identifier, that is, the
digest associated with a servent, although the real IP address
of the peer is still required when it replies to a voting query.
Kamvar et al. (2003) propose the EigenTrust algorithm
similar to PageRank (Page et al., 1998) which assigns each
peer a unique global trust value, based on the peer’s history
of uploads. This approach can decrease the number of
downloads of inauthentic files in a P2P file-sharing network.
In addition, based on the global trust value, the network
can identify malicious peers and isolate them from the
network. Compared to XRep (Damiani et al., 2002), one
major difference is that EigenTrust takes into consideration
the trustworthiness of peers which reply to the query for trust
evaluation. This change may result in a more accurate trust
value. However, the calculation of the global trust value
discloses the trust topology of the whole system, which
may facilitate the attacks of malicious nodes. In particular,
malicious nodes may choose a peer with the highest trust
value with all its neighbours as the target for compromise.
Another weakness of EigenTrust is that the algorithm relies
on a set of well-known pre-trusted users. In addition, for the
EigenTrust scheme, to let the trust matrix become a Markov
matrix and the global trust rating computation converge to
the principal eigenvector of that matrix, the local trust values
are normalised, and it results in significant loss of trust
information (Selcuk et al., 2004). For example, if there are n
identical trust ratings in the database, the normalised value of
them will be 1/n whether the original values were the highest
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possible ratings or the lowest; or a single non-zero rating in
the database will always be normalised to 1, regardless of its
value.
Guha et al. (2004) develop a framework of trust
propagation schemes, and evaluate their schemes on a
large, real world, working trust network from the Epinions
website. The method of trust propagation in Guha et al.
(2004) is similar to EigenTrust (Kamvar et al., 2003) but
with a few major differences. Previous experience with
real-world implemented trust systems such as Epinions
and eBay suggests that distrust is at least as important as
trust. Guha et al. (2004) is the first paper that proposes
to incorporate distrust in a computational trust propagation
setting, while EigenTrust only addresses the positive trust.
Another difference is that, the goal of EigenTrust is to assign
to each node an universal measure of trust, while the major
goal of (Guha et al., 2004) instead is to predict an unknown
trust/distrust value between any two users. Moreover, in
Guha et al. (2004), the authors define a few types of new
trust propagations, that is, cocitation, transpose trust and
trust coupling, besides direct propagation used in EigenTrust
(Kamvar et al., 2003).
Xiong and Liu (2004) design a reputation-based trust
supporting framework–PeerTrust. They introduce three basic
trust parameters, that is, feedback a peer receives from other
peers, the total number of transactions a peer performs,
the credibility of the feedback sources and two adaptive
factors, that is, transaction context factor and community
context factor, in computing trustworthiness of peers.
They also define a general trust metric to combine these
parameters. The main contribution of their work is to design
a comprehensive framework covering most of important
factors that affect the reputation/trust of a peer. In addition,
the authors notice that previous trust value-based metrics like
EigenTrust (Kamvar et al., 2003), denoted as TVM in Xiong
and Liu (2004), are based on two assumptions:
1

2

untrustworthy peers have a higher probability of
submitting false or misleading feedback in order to
hide their own malicious behaviour
trustworthy peers are believed to be honest with a high
probability on the feedback they provide.

Xiong and Liu argue that, although the first assumption is true
in most cases, the second one is not always true. Therefore,
they propose another trust metric based on the querying peer’s
personalised experience, which is denoted as PSM in Xiong
and Liu (2004). Concretely, let A and B denote the querying
peer and the peer replying to the query, respectively. And
A queries B for its opinion (or say trust value) towards
another peer denoted as C. Let P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }
denote the group of peers that both A and B have interacted
previously. Let T (X, Y ) denote the trust value that peer
X assigns to peer Y . In the TVM metric, the weight of
T (B, C) is T (A, B). In the P SM metrics, the weight is the
similarity between {T (A, p1 ), T (A, p2 ), . . . , T (A, pn )}
and {T (B, p1 ), T (B, p2 ), . . . , T (B, pn )}. Simulation
results in Xiong and Liu (2004) show that, compared to the
TVM metric, the PSM metric is more effective in defending
against the collusion attack.
As an extension of Xiong and Liu (2004), Srivatsa
et al. propose TrustGuard (Srivatsa et al., 2005), a highly

dependable reputation-based trust building framework.
Unlike (Xiong and Liu, 2004), the major goal of TrustGuard
focuses on the vulnerabilities of a reputation system
itself. The authors identify three types of threats, that
is, strategic oscillations, fake transaction and dishonest
feedback, and provide corresponding countermeasures. The
paper addresses a few issues that are missed in Cornelli
et al. (2002), Damiani et al. (2002), Kamvar et al. (2003),
that is, the temporal dimension of the reputation systems
(strategic behaviour by malicious nodes) and the problem
of fake transactions. TrustGuard is resistant to random
shilling attacks, but may be vulnerable to other types of
shilling attacks (Srivatsa et al., 2005). When describing
the countermeasure against fake transactions, the authors
claim that their focus is on ‘building a distributed and
decentralised solution to handle fake transactions’. However,
the paper does not give details about the distribution and
decentralisation of the trust authority, and their solution
actually still relies on the periodically online Trust Third
Party (TTP). Moreover, the proofs that act as signed contracts
are exchanged before the actual transaction takes place.
A possible attack could be, a malicious node stops the
transaction after exchanging the proof, and then provides
feedback on the transaction which is listed in the proof but
actually does not happen.
There
are
several
reputation-based
incentive
mechanisms (Blanc et al., 2005; Lai et al., 2003;
Ranganathan et al., 2003) based on the Prisoner’s Dilemma.
In Lai et al. (2003), the evolutionary Prisoner’s Dilemma is
employed for file sharing. Lai et al. study strategies based
on private and shared history and strategies that adapt to
the behaviour of strangers. In Ranganathan et al. (2003)
and Blanc et al. (2005), the Prisoner’s Dilemma is used for
file sharing and routing, respectively. Blanc et al. (2005)
model the interactions between nodes as a ‘random matching
game’, and describe a simple reputation system that provides
incentives for good behaviour. They assume the existence
of a trusted authority, who observes the players actions
and updates their reputations accordingly. In addition, they
simulate malicious peers as peers that always defect, and the
effectiveness of this protocol against Byzantine peers is not
clear. Their reputation system works best when the network
is homogenous, that is, all the peers send requests at the
same, steady rate and they all choose destinations uniformly
at random.

4.2

Trade-based trust schemes

Trade-based trust schemes can be further divided into two
sub-categories: currency-based (also called as micropayment
schemes) and resource-based. The major difference between
these two sub-categories is in that, currency is used as the
intermedium for trading resources among peers in the former,
while in the latter there is no such intermedium.

4.2.1

Currency-based trading schemes

One of the earliest currency-based trading schemes is
MojoNation (2000). As a reward for peers uploading and
distributing files, they are given certain amount of payment, in
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a form of digital currency called ‘Mojo’. ‘Mojo’ can be used
to purchase resources, for example, files, from other peers.
The main limitation of this approach is that all transactions
had to be cleared in a centralised system, and users were
burdened with the management of their Mojo. The designer
of MojoNation, Jim McCoy, also realised the problem of
centralisation and shut down the MojoNation network in 2002
(McCoy, 2002).
Ioannidis et al. (2002) propose a credential-based network
file storage system, Fileteller, and use a micropayment system
to pay for both the initial creation of the file and all of the
subsequent accesses. This micropayment protocol is based on
a trust management system proposed in Blaze et al. (2001).
Fileteller itself does not address the malicious peers issue.
Yu and Singh (2003) present an agent-based P2P system, in
which each peer is a software agent and the agents cooperate
to search the whole system through referral. A static and a
dynamic pricing mechanism are proposed to motivate each
agent to behave rationally. In the static pricing protocol,
the costs for referrals and answers are fixed for all agents,
while in dynamic pricing protocol, the querying peer may
place different prices for the referrals and answers based
on the qualities of services. This system aims at preventing
Freeride, and the static pricing protocol is vulnerable to
malicious peers, for example, a peer claims to have answers or
referrals, but then does not respond after getting the payment.
In the dynamic pricing protocol, the authors propose to make
use of the previous history to limit such attacks.
Vishnumurthy et al. (2003) propose a monetary scheme
called KARMA for file sharing. In KARMA, each peer holds
a single scalar value, called karma, which can be used to
trace the resource consumption and contribution of this peer.
Karma is monitored by a set of other nodes, called its ‘bank
set’. These sets of nodes simulate the responsibility of a
trust authority, for example, increasing or decreasing a peer’s
karma based on its contribution or consumption. To mitigate
the sybil attack, the system limits the rate at which peers can
create new identities through the usage of a cryptographic
puzzle. The scheme is flexible and decentralised, but has a
high complexity and performance overhead.

4.2.2

Resource-based trading schemes

In FreeHaven (Dingledine, 2004; Dingledine et al., 2000),
a receipt is generated when two peers want to exchange
data. The receipt contains a hash of the public keys for two
transaction parties, information about the data traded, and a
timestamp. Note that, the receipt in FreeHaven is not a proof
of a transaction but rather an indication of a commitment to
keep the data received safe. To prevent malicious peers from
discarding the data received, the authors propose a ‘buddy
system’ which associates pairs of shares in a given document.
The holder of each share will query its buddy periodically to
ensure that its buddy is still alive.
Cox and Noble (2003) propose Samsara, an infrastructure
for enforcing fairness in P2P storage systems. The authors
claim that Samsara is the only system that enforces
storage fairness without requiring trusted third parties,
monetary payment, certified identities, or symmetric storage
relationships. The idea of Samsara is to manufacture
symmetric storage relationships where they do not arise
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naturally. In Samsara, each contributing node creates a
claim that the corresponding consuming node must store,
and it will check its storage on the consuming one
periodically. Since each node is concerned only with the
maintenance of its own data and claims, it is suitable for
well-structured environments where members inside have
static collaboration relationships with each other, for
example, distributed storage. On the other hand, the open
ad hoc nature of P2P systems is a challenge for Samsara. For
example, in a typical P2P network for file sharing, a node
denoted as A may contribute to a group of nodes denoted as X,
and at the same time consume resources from another group
of nodes Y . The members of X and Y need not necessarily
be the same. In such a case, the implementation of Samsara
may result in the wastage of a large amount of resources.
More specifically, members of X have to maintain the same
size of storage that they consume from A, but A may not use
them or use only a small portion of the reserved storage. This
problem is partially addressed in Cox and Noble (2003) in a
way that midstream nodes can forward the claim overheads.
However, nodes in Samsara prefer retaining claims rather
than forward them whenever possible, because they are still
responsible for the claim forwarded. If the downstream node
cheats, the midstream node will be penalised. Furthermore,
Samsara cannot deal with the problem of popular data that
are highly replicated by different peers in the network.
Moreover, Samsara is targeted towards greedy nodes, and
cannot stop malicious nodes who promise to store data and
then immediately discard it.
Ngan et al. (2003) propose to use distributed auditing to
enforce fair sharing of P2P resources. In this protocol, each
node publishes and digitally signs two logs: the local list of
files that the local node is storing on behalf of remote nodes,
and the remote list of files that other nodes are storing on
behalf of the local node. To prevent collusion, the auditor
needs to check not only the usage list of the peer under
auditing denoted as A but also all the peers reachable from A’s
local list, and the check is executed recursively. Obviously,
the cost of the recursive audit is prohibitively expensive, and
thus the authors propose the conduct of random auditing
instead.
Unlike (Cox and Noble, 2003; Ngan et al., 2003),
SHARP (Fu et al., 2003) can handle with renewable
resources such as CPU and bandwidth. Basically, it is
not a mechanism for building trust but an accounting
and delegation framework for secure distributed resources
management. However, the accounting information provided
by SHARP could be a very useful source for evaluating the
trust.
Instead of typical two-way exchanges, Anagnostakis and
Greenwald propose a new incentive mechanism based on
n-way exchanges among rings of peers (Anagnostakis and
Greenwald, 2004), and present a search algorithm for
locating such rings. According to their empirical results,
it is sufficient to search for cycles in chains of up to five
predecessors. One weakness of n-way exchanges is that the
exchange relations among peers including both the identities
of peers and the names of objects requested are open to all,
which conflicts with the anonymity requirement of many P2P
applications. Another weakness is that, an n-way exchange
can be built only when all the objects involved in the chain
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are available at the same time. Thus, this scheme is less
flexible compared to the cash-based schemes (Ioannidis
et al., 2002; Yu and Singh, 2003). Besides, an online
trusted peer is required as a mediator in each exchange to
prevent man-in-the-middle attacks. Furthermore, the cost of
communicating the full request tree may be prohibitive for
peers with a large number of incoming requests and peers
close to them in the request graph. The authors try to control
the cost by checking partial request tree instead, namely,
trying two-way or three-way exchange first.

4.3

Summary

Neither reputation-based nor trade-based trust schemes can
solve all the problems that P2P systems currently face. Both
of them have their pros and cons, and are suitable for different
environments.
Currency-based trading schemes use a certain currency
as an intermedium, and thus the privacy of transactions or
exchanges can be readily ensured. In addition, they are free
from the ‘double coincidence of wants’ constraint, that is, the
exchanged resources should be available at the same time,
on resource-based trading schemes. However, they have the
weakness of higher complexity. The schemes must take into
consideration many monetary issues, for example, negotiate
prices, inflation and deflation of the currency. Besides, all
the currency-based trading schemes have to provide start-up
funds to new peers, which could be a potential loophole that
malicious peers can make use of.
Compared to reputation-based trust schemes, resourcebased trading schemes works well in homogenous
environments, where peers have similar consumptions.
However, due to the ‘double coincidence of wants’constraint,
they are inappropriate for highly ad hoc environments like
P2P file sharing. In particular, when there exist popular
objects shared by a large number of peers, the high imbalance
in the contribution may result in a large amount of exchanged
resources wasted. As a result, currently most of resourcebased trading schemes are mainly used for P2P content
distribution. Moreover, in most resource-based trading
schemes the information about the exchanged resource is
open to all for checking the consistency. Thus, privacy is
not available in such systems.
Probably because researchers have realised the
similarity between the chaos of a P2P system and the
disorder in a human society at its initialisation stage,
the trust schemes based on the idea of digital
‘word-of-mouth’, that is, reputation-based trust schemes,
are currently the mainstream of research work on
building trust in P2P systems. Indeed, without the
limitations on trade-based ones, reputation-based trust
schemes are more flexible and can be used in all the
possible P2P environments, and even some currency-based
trading schemes (Ioannidis et al., 2002; Yu and Singh,
2003) themselves have to rely on the reputation systems
to help negotiate the prices of resources or services. The
major weakness of reputation systems is that, they only
become operational after a node has misbehaved. Therefore,
it would be better to provide another method during the
bootstrapping stage. For example, in a content distributed
system, we can implement a distributed replication

system like the Peer-to-peer Information Preservation and
Exchange (PIPE) network (Cooper et al., 2002) to protect
the availability of the system before the reputation system
becomes effective.

5

Conclusion and future work

There have been various types of P2P systems for different
purposes, for example, file sharing and content distribution.
Each P2P application or system has its own requirements and
assumptions. To satisfy these requirements and assumptions,
we may need to choose the most appropriate one or even
combine different types of trust schemes. One possible
future work is to combine the advantages of both
trade-based (at the bootstrapping stage) and reputation-based
(after the bootstrapping stage) schemes for a P2P file sharing
system.
A major reason for the popularity of P2P systems is
that they can provide anonymity for the peers. Currently,
most of trust schemes concentrate a lot on the accuracy of
trust evaluation and the robustness against malicious attacks,
but ignore the requirement of anonymity. XRep (Damiani
et al., 2002) can provide weak anonymity for the voting
peer, but the real IP address of the peer has to be disclosed
in order to prevent the pseudo-spoofing attack. How to
provide more anonymity in the trust scheme is still an open
question.
To prevent from malicious operations and collusion,
most resource-based trading schemes require periodical
checking on the resource information, for example, the
list of exchanged files or resources, which might be relatively
costly. Thus, one challenge is to minimise the communication
costs involved in periodical checking while the system
scales up.
Although there have been extensive research work about
protecting trust schemes from various types of attacks, how
to accurately and efficiently detect different attacks, for
example, fake transactions, in terms of collusion remains
an open problem.
Several reputation systems (Guha et al., 2004; Kamvar
et al., 2003) assume transitive trust, either direct propagation
(Kamvar et al., 2003) or else (e.g. cocitation, transpose trust,
trust coupling (Guha et al., 2004)). However, different users
have different assessments on the same type of operations,
and thus might give different trust values Or they may have
different security policy, which would also affect the trust
values assigned. Consequently, it is quite challenging to
adapt transitive trust under environments with inconsistent
assessment settings.
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Notes
1

Note that, this attack is different from the denial-of-service attack
in that the false accusation may be generated towards true
transactions.

2

Nodes in peer-to-peer systems play the role of both server and
client. Therefore, the term servent is introduced to identify
this double responsibility.

